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1. Introduction 1)

We consider the problem of maximizing

~
~({x(t)}~): - E ~r p(t)'x(t) ,

t-i

subject to:

Bx(1)fy(1) - pf(1)tAx(0)

Bx(ttl)-Ax(t)ty(ttl) - pt}lf(t-~-1), t - 1,2,... (1.2)

x(t), y(t) ~ 0, t- 1,2,...

and its dual form consisting of minimizing
m

V~({u(t)}1): - x(0)'A'u(1) f E ptf(t)'u(t) , (1.3)
t-i

subject to:

B'u(t)-A'u(tfl)-v(t) - ~rtp(t), t - 1,2,...

u(t), v(t) ~ 0, t - 1,2,... f (1.4)

The quantities are specified as follows 2): A and B mxn-matrices
p(t) E Rn, t- 1,2,... a bounded sequence of objective vectors,
f(t) E Rm, t- 1,2,... a bounded sequence of righthand vectors,
x(0) E R} a given initial state vector, p~ 0 the growth
factor, and n~ 0 a discount factor such that p n ~ 1.
A sequence of vectors, (x(t), y(t)) E R}}m, t- 1,2,..., is
called a primal feasible solution if the equalities (1.2) are

This paragraphe gives some general results concerning
linear ~-horizon programming [ 1] .

a~ b for vectors a, b denotes a. ~ b. for all i; a~ b
denotes a~ b and a~ b; a~ b dénóte~ ai ~ bi for all i.
The positive ortant of Rm is written Rm.

t
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satisfied. Sequences (u(t), v(t)) E Rttn, t- 1,2,... are
called dual feasible solutions, if they satisfy the equalities
(1.4).

In order to get a problem which makes sense, both in theory
and in practice, it has to be supposed that at least
one of the matrices A or B is non-negative. This condition
can be weakened into the requirement of directedness, which
is defined in a primal and duai form; i.e.: the LP-problem
is called:

- Primal directed (P-directed), if every row vector b. ofi.
matrix B with a negative component, corresponds with a
non-negative row vector ai. of matrix A, and with non-nega-
tive components fi(t) of the sequence {f(t)}~.

- Dual directed (D-directed), if every column a of A with.j
a negative component, corresponds with a non-negative
column b.~ of B, and with non-positive components p~(t) of
the sequence of vectors {P(t)}1.

Clearly, B~ 0 implies P-directedness, and A~ 0 implies
D-directedness. From now on we shall suppose that the LP-problem
is P- or D-directed. h'ith respect to the objective
functions, this supposition implies, for all P- and D-feasible
solutions {(x(t), Y(t))}~ and {(u(t), v(t))}~, the following

1 1
properties:
a) If the LP-problem is P-directed then for every T ~ 1:

T
~({x(t)}T): - E ntp(t)'x(t) ~

t-i

Tti
~ t~({u(t)}Tti):- x(0)'A'u(1) t E ptf(t)'u(t),
- 1 t-1

(1.5)
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b) If the LP-problem is D-directed then for every T~ 1:

~ ({x(t) }T ~ ~U({u(t) }T) .

c) If the LP-problem is P- or D-directed, then:

IV~({u(t)}T) - ~({x(t)}T)l -' 0. if T ~ ~

if and only if simultaneously:

v(t)'x(t) - 0

t - 1,2,...

u(t)'y(t) - 0

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

u(ttl)'Ax(t) -r 0, t -r ~ (1.9)

Clearly, the last property implies, in connection with (a)
or (b), a sufficient condition for optimally, which concept
we like to introduce here:

- A P-feasible solution {(x(t), y(t))}m is called P-optimal
- 1 ~

if no P-feasible solution {(x(t), y(t))} exists such that:i

~({x(t)}T) ? ~({x(t)}T) f E, T ~ T~

for some E~ 0 and some period T~.

, (1.10)

- With the help of dual objective functions ~({u(t)}T), the
concept of D-optimally, can be introduced in a similar
manner.

Now, we can formulate a sufficient condition for optimally:

d) P- and D-feasible solutions {(x(t), y(t))}~ andi
{(u(t), v(t))}~ resp. are both optimal if they satisfy
sinultaneously the conditions (1.8) and (1.9).
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Stronger results can be decuced, when special feasible
solutions exist:

- A P-feasible solution {(x(t), y(t))}~ is called P-regulari
if vectors x E R} and y E R}, y~ 0 exist such that

X(t) ~ Ptx ~
t - 1,2,... (1.11)

y(t) ? PtY

- A D-feasible solution {(u(t), v(t))}~ is called D-regulari
if vectors u E R} and v E Rt, v~ 0 exist such that

u(t) ~ ~rtu

v(t) ~ ~rtv

t - 1,2,... (1.12)

The existence of regular solutions gives the following result:

e) If the LP-problem is P- or D-directed and if P- and
D-regular solutioi~s exist, then:

- P- and D-optimal solutions exist.

- Al1 P- and D-optimal solutions {(x(t), y(t))}~ and
{(u(t), v(t))}~ satisfy (1.8) and (1.9). Moreover thei
sequences of values of the objective functions
{~({x(t)}T}~ and {~,({u(t)}T}~ are convergent.1 T-i 1 T-i

Finally, we introduce the concept of superregularity:

- The LP-problem is called superregular if P- and D-regular
solutions exist, and if, in addition, the systems

Bx(tfl)-~rAx(t)ty(tfl) - f(ttl)

0 ~ x(t) ~ x t ~ K , (1.13)

Y(tfl) ~ Y
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and

pB'u(t)-A'u(tfl)-v(t) - p(t)

0 ~ u(t) ~ u

v(t) ~ v

t ~ K , (1.14)

are solvable for some positive vectors x, y, u, v, and some
period K. In that case we have:

f) If the LP-problem is F- or D-directed and superregular,

then positive numbers M and D4 exist such that all P- and

D-optimal solutions {(x(t), y(t))}~ and {(u(t), v(t))}~
resp. satisfy:

Ilx(t)II ~ ptMl , t- 1,2,... (1.15)

Ilu(t)II ~ ~rtM , t - 1,2,... (1.16)
- z
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2. Formulation of the problem

Comparing the properties (1-d) and (1-e) or (1-f), it appears
that the existence of regular solutions is very important
with respect to the aspects of optimally. Especially, the
existence of P-regular solutions is partly dependent on the
given initial vector x(0). In order to express this, we intro-
duce the following concepts:

- the LP-problem is called virtually primal regular (briefly:
Po-regular) if an initial vector x(0) exists such that a
P-regular solution exísts.

- the LP-problem is called virtually superregular if it is
Po-regular, D-regular and if, in addition the systems (1.13)
and (1.14) are solvable for some positive vectors x, y, u, y,
and some period K. -

In this paper we deduce some properties concerning optimality
for the case that the LP-problem is P- or D-directed, P-feasible,
Po-regular, and where the initial vector is such that no
P-regular solution exists.

In order to illustrate the nature of these results, we consider,
for a given number d, the problem of maximizing

~({x(t)} ): - E (0.9)tx (t) ,i t-1 z

subject to:

0.5 xl(ttl)txz(tfl)-xl(t)tyl(tfl) - -0.1~
t - 0,1,...

x (tfl)fy (tfl) - 1i z

x (0) - d , x (0) - 0
i z

xl (t) , xz (t) , Y1 (t) , yz (t) ? 0 ,

~

t - 1,2,...
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The corresponding dual problem may be formulated as the
minimizing of

~
V~({u(t)}1): - dul(1) f E [-O.lul(t)fuz(t)] , (2.3)

t-i

subject to:

0.5 u (t)fu (t)-u (ttl)-v (t) - 0i z i i
u (t)-v (t) - (0.9)t t - 1,2,... (2.4)i z
u (t) , u (t) , v (t) , v (t) ~ 0

i z i z -

For an econormical interpretation, the quantities x(t) andi
x(t) may be indentified as intensities of production and as

z
free consumptions resp. during periods t- 0,1,....
The necessary inputs for an output of production x(t) amounts toi
0.5 x(t), moreover, this production use x(t) units ~~f labor.i i
For each period there is one unit of labor available, whereas
0.1 units of produced goods are taken by necessary consumption.
The initial amount of goods is given by x(0):- d. Thei
quantities (y (t), y(t)), t- 1,2,... are surplusses of goodsi z
and labor.
With respect to the existence of P-feasible or P-regular
solutions, one may, dependent on the value of d, distinguish
three cases:

- d ~ 0.2: there is no P-feasible solution

- d- 0.2: there is a P-feasible solution, but there is no
a P-regular solution

- d~ 0,2: the LP-problem is P-regular.

Case 8- 0.2, is an example of an LP-problem which is P- and
D-directed, virtually superregular and P-feasible.
For this case, one may verify that there is only one P-feasible
solution, given bv:
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x(t):- 10~2I ~ Y(t):- I~gB J . t- 1,2,... (2.5)

Because of the uniqueness, this feasible solution is also
P-optimal.

Concerning the dual problem, it can be shown that the sequence
{(uo(t), vo(t))}~ , defined by:i

ua(t):- (0.5)t ~~ J , ~o(t).- ( 0.5)t ~O J , t - 1,2,...

(2.6)

satisfies the homogeneous system:

0.5 uo(t)tuo(t)-ua(tfl)-vo(t) - 0i z i i
t - 1,2,... (2.7)

uo(t)-vo(t) - 0i z

For d: - 0.2, the corresponding value of the dual objective
function (2.3) is zero; i.e.

~Y({uo(t)}~) - 0 . (2.8)

Another particular property is that, for 5:- 0.2, no D-feasible
solution exists, with a value of the dual objective function
equal to the infimum of this function subject to the constraints
(2.4); i.e. there is no a D-optimal solution. It will be proved
that this is a general property.

To show that the infimum of the dual problem is equal to the
supremum of the primal problem, we construct for every period
T a sequence of vectors {u(t;T)}t-1 by:

u(t;T): - (1.8)T (0.5)t (~l , t - 1,2,..., T-1

u(T;T): - (1.8)T (0.5)T IQI f (0.9)T
l~o9J

u(t;T): -( 0.9)t Ig14~ , tl- Ttl, Tf2,...

(2.9)
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All these sequences are D-feasible; i.e. corresponding
seauences {v(t;T)}t-1 exist such that every
{(u(t;T), v(t;T))}t-1 satisfies the dual constraints (2.4).
For the values of the dual objective furictions (2.3), we have:

~V({u(t;T)}t-1) - ( 0.3) (0.9)T . T - 1,2~...

Thus we find:

V~({u(t;T)}t-1) ~ 0 . T - 1,2,...

~U({u(t;T)}t-1) ~ 0 . T -~ ~

(2.10)

(2.11)

Since the supremum of the primal problem is zero, the latter
implies, by virtue of property 1-a or 1-b, that the infimum
of the dual problem is zero, too.
Now, let ~(S), be the supremum of the primal objective (2.1)
subject to (2.2) with x(0): - 8. It appears that ~(d) hasi
the form sketched in
figure 2.12; i.e., the
vertical axis (d - 0.2) is
tangent on ~(d). Since the
dual problem may be iden-
tified [ l;page 90] as a
process of seeking a
non-vertical supporting
hyperplane of the set I' in
figure 2.12, which inter-
sects the vertical axis at
a point as low as possible,
it is clear that there is no
D-optimal solution. Fig. 2.12
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3. Theorem

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following conditions:

a) The LP-problem is P- or D-directed;

b) A P-feasible solution exists.

c) The svstem:

Bx(tfl)-~rAx(t)fy(tfl) - f(ttl), t-0,1,...

0 ~ x(t) ~ x, t-0,1,... , (3.1)

Y(t) ~ ee, t-1,2,...

is solvable for some x E R} and some E~ 0. (note: e is the
vector with all components equal to one).

Such an LP-problem is not P-regular, if and only if an
{uo(t)}~, uo(1) ~ 0 exists, satisfying:i -

B'uo(t)-A'uo(ttl) ~ 0, t-1,2,...

uo(t) ~ 0,

uo (t) ~ atu, t-1,2,..., for some a E] O,~r( ,

- and some u E Rm

[ pf (1)fAx(0)] 'uo (1)t E ptf ( t)'uo (t) - 0

E ptf(t)'ua(t) ~ 0, T-2,3,...
t-T -

This theorem is a consequence of proposition A.6.
For, if condition ( c) is met, then the system:

t-1,2,...

t-z

. (3.2)

Bx(tfl)-(p~r)Ax(t)ty(ttl) - pt}lf(ttl), t-0,1,...

~ ~ X(t) ~ ptX,

Y(t) ~ epte,

t-0,1,... , (3.3)

t-1,2,..
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is solvable for some x E R}, and some e~ 0. This implies the
existence of a a E]O,n[ (close enough to n) such that:

Bx(ttl)-(pa)Ax(t)fy(tfl) - pt}lf(tfl), t-0,1,..

~ ~ X(t) ~ ptX, t-0,1,...},(3.4)

Y(t) ? epte, t-1,2,..

is solvable for some x E R}, and some e~ 0. Thus it appears
that the conditions of propositions (A.6) are satisfied.

We remark that condition (c) is of the some nature as the
primal part of the definition of superregularity ( see 1.13).
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4. Some additional conditions

For the second result concerning the existence of P-regular
solutions and the existence of D-optimal solutions we have to
impose some additional conditions. These conditions, together,
imply a relation between the value of the objective function
and the existence of a P-regular solution, which possesses a
similar nature as the one sketched at figure 2.12. The addi-
tional conditions, which the LP-problem has to be satisfy,
run as follows:

a) For all vectors f(t), t-1,2,... of the sequence {f(t)}~:
for every pair of vectors ( x,z) E Rnfn

t

-Ax ~ f ( t) - Bz, (4.1)

a vector x E R} exists, such that:

ti
Bx ~ Bx

-Ax ~ f ( t) - Bz .

(4.2)

b) For all vectors p(t) of the sequence {p(t)}~;
for every x E R} with p(t)'x ~ 0, a vector x E R} exists
such that:

tiBx ~ Bx
(4.3)

ti
-Ax ~ - Ax

c) All vectors p(t) of the sequence {p(t)}~ are non-negative.i

d) There is a positive number v, such that:

[max pj(t)] ~ v, t-1,2,.... (4.4)
] -
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Within the context of an economic model as mentioned at g2
- see also [ 2], ( 4], and [ 1,ch 1] - these conditions may
be interpret as follows:

(a): decrease of the outputs, always gives the possibility
to decrease the inputs.

(b) and ( c): decrease of the consumption, offers the
possibility to obtain surplusses.

The following can be easily derived:

- If the LP-problem satisfies condition (a), then the existence
of a P-feasible solution {(x(t), y(t))}~, with y(T) ~ 0 fori
some period T~ 1, implies the existence of a P-feasible
solution {(x(t), y(t))}~ such that y(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...,T.i
If, in addition, the LP-problem is P- or D-directed and
Po-regular, then the existence of such a P-feasible solution
(by virtue of proposition A.4) implies the existence of a
P-regular solution.

- If the LP-problem satisfies the conditions (a) and (b), then
the existence of a P-feasible solution {(x(t), y(t))}~,i
with P(T)'x(T) ~ 0 for some period T~ 1, implies the
existence of a P-feasible solution {(x(t), y(t))}~ such thati
y(T) ~ 0. If in addition the LP-problem is P- or D-directed
and Po-regular, then the existence of such a P-feasible
solution (by virtue of the previous property) implies the
existence of a P-regular solution.

- If the LP-problem satisfies the conditions (a), (b), and (c)
and if, in addition, the LP-problem is P- or D-directed and
Po-regular, but not P-regular, then (by applying the previous
property) all P-feasible solutions are also P-optimal
solutions. In that case, the maximum value of the objective
function is zero.
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S. Theorem

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following conditions:

- The LP-problem is P- or D-directed.

- The conditions 4.a, 4.b, and 4.c are satisified.

- The LP-problem is P-feasible and Po-regular.

- There is a D-regular solution.

Such an LP-problem possesses the following properties:

a) There is a number y E]~r,p such that all P-feasible
solutions {(x(t), y(t))}~ satisfy:i

E ytlix(t)N ~ ~
t-1 1

r4oreover, this implies that for all P-feasible solutions
the sequence:

T
{ ~ ntP(t)'x(t)}T-it-i

is convergent.

(5.2)

b) A P-optimal solution exists. The maximum value of
the primal objective function is non-negative. This value
is zero if and only if there is no P-regular
solution. 29oreover, in that case all P-feasible solutions
are optimal.

c) If u is the maximum value of the primal objective function,
then for every e~ 0, there is a D-feasible solution
{(u(t), v(t))}~ such thati

T
x(0)'A'u(1)t E ptf(t)'u(t) ~ ufe, T-TE, T~fl,..., (5.3)

t-1 -

TE being some period, large enough.
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d) All D-feasible solutions {(u(t), v(t))}~, satisfying (5.3)i
for some e~ 0 and some period TE, also satisfy:

E ptRu(t)R G ~.
t-1 1

(5.4)

moreover, this implies the convergence of the corresponding
sequences:

T
{ E P f(t)'u(t)}T-1 . (5.5)
t-i

e) Zf, in addition, the LP-problem satisfies the following
conditions:

- The system

Bx(tfl)-~rAx(t)fy(tfl) - f(ttl), t-0,1,... 1

Q G X(t) G X, t-0,1,...

y(t) ~ se, t-1,2,... f

is solvable for some x E R} and some e~ 0,

- There is a positive number v, such that

, (5.6)

[max p~(t)] ? v, t-1,2,..., (5.7)
J

t ~

then a D-optimal solution exists if, and only if, a P-regular
solution exists.
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Proof

Since the LP-system is supposed to be P- or D-directed and
D-regular, and since the sequence of objective vectors is sup-
posed to be non-negative (viz. 4.c), we may conclude (viz.
proposition A.9) that the system

(B'-~A')u ~ 0

u ~ 0
(5.8)

is solvable. Moreover, there is a Y E] T, p(close enough
to n) such that system

(B'-yA')u ~ 0

u ~ 0

is solvable, too.

(5.9)

By virtue of proposition A.7, the solvability of (5.9) implies
property (5.a). Property (5.b) is, already, mentioned at 44.
By virtue of proposition A.8, the solvability of (5.8) implies
property (5.c).

Since the LP-problem is P- or D-directed and P~-regular,
theorem 4.10 of [ 1] gives property (5.d).
In order to prove property (S.e), we consider for all d~ 0
the LP-problems defined by: -

w
~(d):- sup E ntP(t)'x(t),

t-i
subject to:

Bx(1)fy(1) - pf(1)fAx(0)fde

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t)fy(ttl) - pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,...

x(t), y(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...

(5.10)
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The corresponding dual problems may be formulated by:

~
Y'(d) : - inf [ {pf(1)fAx(0)fde}'u(1)f E ptf(t)'u(t)] ,

t-z
subject to:

B'u(t)-A'u(tfl) ~ ~rtP(t), t-1,2,...

u(t) ~ o, t-1,2,...

(5.11)

For 6:- 0. we have exactly the LP-problem assumed in this
theorem. This implies that for every d~ 0, the LP-problem
consisting of (5.10) and (5.11) satisfies the conditions of this
theorem, so that for these problems all properties (5.a) to
(5.d) are valid.

Suppose that system (5.6) is solvable for some x E R} and
some e~ 0. Then, the system:

Bx(tfl)-p~rAx(t)tY(tfl) - Pttlf(tfl), t-0,1,...

0 ~ X(t) C ptX, t-0,1,...

Y(t) ? ePte, t-1,2,.--

is solvable for some x E R} and some e~ 0. Putting a E]O,p~r[
(close enough to p~r), this implies the existence of sequence
{(x(t), Y(ttl))}o satisfying:

Bx(ttl)-aAx(t)tY(ttl) - pt}lf(tfl), t-o,1,... ~

~ ~ X(t) ~ PtXi

y(t) ' sPte,

S being some positive number.

t-0,1,...

t-1,2,...

(5.12)
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Now, let {(xo(t), yo(t))}~ be a feasible solution of (5.10)i
with 6:- 0. Then by virtue of proposition A.3, for every

~period T-2,3,... there is a sequence {x (t)} satisfying:i

BxT(1) ~ pf(1)tAx(0)taTAx(0)

BxT(tfl)-AxT(t) ~ pttif(tfl), t-1,2,...,T-1

BxT(tfl)-AxT(t)fRpttie ~ ptfif(tfl), t-T,Tf1,...

0 ~ xT (t) ~ ptx, t-1,2, ..

~. (5.13)

Since the sequence of object vectors {p(t)}~ is non-negative,i
and since the inequalities (5.7) are satisfied for some v~ 0,

~the existence of sequences {x (t)} which satisfy (5.13),i
implies for every period T-2,3,... the existence of a sequence
{xT(t)}t-1 such that:

BxT(1) ~ pf(1)fAx(0)taTAx(0)

BxT(ttl)-AxT(t) ~ pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,...

Ptu ~ P(t)'xT(t) ~ Ptu . t-Tf1,Tt2,...i - - z

xT(t) ~ 0, t-1,2, ..

(5.14)

ul and u2 being some positive numbers. Thus we may conclude:

~(aTNAx(0)Mm) ~ (inp~}lul, T-2,3,.... (5.15)

Now, suppose {(uo(t), vo(t))}~ is an optimal solution of thei
dual problem (5.11), with 8:- 0. Then, by virtue of (5.a) to
(5.d).

T
lim [ {Ax(0)fpf(1)}'uo (1)t g ptf(t)'ua (t)] - ~(0) (5.16)
Ti~ t-z

Combining ( 5.15), ( 5.16), and the fact that for all 6~ 0:
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~(d) ~ Y'(d) (viz. l.a or l.b), we find:

(p,~)Ttilup~ ~ ~(aTllAx(0)II~) ~

~ ~(0)faTlluo ( 1)u 111Ax(0)II~, T-2,3,...,

which implies:

~(0) ? (p~r)TH1-aTHz, T-2,3,...,

for some positive numbers H and H. Since a E]O,p~r[, thei z
latter implies: that ~(0) ~ 0, and, subsequently, by virtue of
5.6, the existence of a P-regular solution.

The other way a round, if all conditions of this theorem are
satisfied, then the existence of a P-regular solution implies
(viz. l.e) the existence of a D-optimal solution.
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APPENDIX

f-iathematical elaboration

A.1 Introduction

We here give the proofs of the properties mentioned
before, in a number of propositions.

A.2 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which is P- or D-directed, and
suppose that the sequence {(x(t), y(tfl))}~ satisfies:- o

Bx(t)-Ax(t-1)fy(t) - atf(t)

x(t-1), y(t) ~ 0 i t-1,2,..., (A.2.1)

a being some positive number. Then for every monotonuos
non-increasing sequence of non-negative numbers {6(t)}o'
there exists a seauence {x(t)}-- satisfying:ti o

Bx(t)-Ax(t-1)te(t)y(t) ~ 6(t)atf(t), t-1,2,...,

x(o) - e(o)x(o)ti -

8(t)x(t) ~ x(t) ~ 6(t-1)x(t), t-1,2,...- - ti - -

(A.2.2)

p(t)'x(t) ~ min[6(t)p(t)'x(t), 6(t-1)p(t)'x(t)], t-1,2,...

(A.2.3)

Proof

This proposition follows immediately from proposition 3.5
in [ 1] and from the definition of D-directedness.
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A.3 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following
conditions:

a) The LP-problem is P- or D-directed.

b) There exists a P-feasible solution.

c) A number YE]0,1[ exists such that the system

Bx(tfl)-YAx(t)fy(tfl) - pt}lf(tfl)

X(t) r y(tfl) ~ 0

t-0,1,2,... (A.3.1)

is solvable.

Let {(x(t), y(t))}~ be a P-feasible solution and let,i
for some YE]0,1[, {(x(t), Y(t}1))}~ be a solution of- o
(A.3.1). Then for every T- 2,3,... there is a sequence
{x(t)}~ satisfying:i

Bx(1)tYT-IY(1) ~ pf(1)tAx(0)fYTAx(0)

BX(tfl)-Ax(t)~YT-t-IY(ttl) ~ pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,..T-1,

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t)fY(tfl) ~ pt}If(tfl), t-T, Ttl,...,

x(t) ~ x(t) ~ lx(t), t-T, Tfl,...,- - - Y-

x(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...,
(A.3.2)

P(t)'x(t) ~ min[(1-yT-t)P(t)'x(t)~ (1-YT-tfl)P(t)'x(t)] f

} T-tY p(t)'x(t), t-1,...T,

p(t)'x(t) ? min[p(t)'x(t), Yp(t)'x(t)], t-Tf1, Tf2,....

(A.3.3)
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Proof

Let {(x(t), y(t))}~ be a P-feasible solution. Then, byi
virtue of proposition A.2, for every T~ 1 and every yE]0,1[
there is a sequence {x(t)}~ such that:

ti -

Bx(t)-Ax(t-1) ~ (1-yT-t)ptf(t), t-1,2,....~, ti -

x(0) - x(0)
ti

x (t) - 0,
ti

t-Tt1, Tf2,...

(1-yT-t)x(t) ~ x(t) ~ ( 1-YT-tfi)x(t)~ t-1~2,...,T- ti -

p(t)'x(t) ? min[(1-yT-t)P(t)'x(t), (1-YT-tfl)P(t)'x(t)1,

t-1,2,...,T

(A.3.4)

Let {(x(t), y(ttl))}o be,for some y]0,1[, a solution of
(A.3.1). Then,this sequence also satisfies:

B[ y-t-Ix(ttl)] -A[ Y-tx(t)] f I Y-t-IY(tfl)l -

- (Y)t}if(tfl), t-1,2,...

Applying proposition A.2, we find that for every T~ 1
there is a sequence {x(t)}~ satisfying0

Bz(t)-Az(.t-1)fyT-tY(t) - YT-tptf(t)
~

Bx(t)-Ax(t-1)fY(t) ~ ptf(t),

x(t) - YT-tx.(t).

x(t) ~ x(t) ~ (Y)x(t),

t-1,2,...T

t-Tf1, Tt2,...

t-0,1,...T

t-Tt1, Tf2,...

p(t)'z(t) ~ min[ p(t)'x(t), (Y)p(t)'x(t)] , t-Tf1, Tt2~.- ~ J

(A.3.5)
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Combining (A.3.4) and (A.3.5) one may construct a
sequence {x(t)}~ which satisfies (A.3.2) and (A.3.3).i

A.4 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following
conditions:

a) The LP-problem is P- or D-directed.

b) There exists a P-feasible solution.

c) The LP-problem is virtually primal regular.

Such an LP-problem is primal regular if, and only if,
an e~ 0 exists, for which the system

Bx(1) ~ pf (1)fAx(0)-ee

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t) ~ pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,...,T-1

x(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...,T

,

(A.4.1)

is solvable for every T-2,3,.... (Note: e is the vector
with all components equal to one).

Proof

Since the LP-problem is supposed to be virtually primal
regular, there is a yEJ0,1[ (close enough to one) such
that the system:

Bz(ttl)-YAx(t)fy(ttl) - pt}'f(tfl), t-0,1,...

0 C X(t) ~ PtXr t-0,1,...

Y(t) ? dpter t-1,2,... ~

~ (A.4.2)

is solvable for some x E R}, and some d~ 0.
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By virtue of proposition A.3, the suppositions (a), (b),
and the solvability of (A.4.2) imply for every T-2,3,...
the existence of a sequence {x(t)}~ such that:i

Bx(1)tYT-lY(1) ~ pf(1)fAx(0)tYTAx(0)

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t)fYT-t-iY(tfl) ~ pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,..., T-1,

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t)fY(ttl) ~ pt}'f(ttl), t-T, Tfl,...

0 ~ x(t) ~ Yx(t), t-T, Ttl,...

(A.4.3)

{(x(t), Y(tfl))}o being a solution of (A.4.2) for some
YE] 0, 1[ .

Now suppose that for some e~ 0 the system (A.4.1) is
solvable for every T~ 1. Putting T large enough, such
that

YTAx ( 0 ) ~ Ee (A.4.4)

we may conclude from (A.4.3), (A.4.4), and from (A.4.2),
that there is a number u~ 0 and a vector x~ E R} such
that:

Bx(1)tupe ~ pf(1)tAx(0)

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t)tuptfle ~ pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,... (A.4.5)

0 ~ x(t) ~ ptx~, t-1,2,... .

This proves the existence of a P-regular solution.

The other way round: if there is a P-regular solution,
then an e~ 0 exists, such that (A.4.1) is solvable for
every T ~ 1.
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A.5 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following
conditions.

- The LP-problem is P- or D-directed

- The numbers y~]0,1[, e~ 0, and the vector x E R}, are
such that the system

Bx(tfl)-YAx(t)fy(tfl) - pt}lf(t), t-0,1,...

x(t) ~ Ptxr

Y(t) ~ ePte,

t-0,1,...

t-1,2,...
(A.5.1)

x(t) ~ 0, t-0,1,... J

is solvable.

5uch an LP-problem possesses the following properties:

a) Every sequence of vectors {uo(t)}m satisfying:i

uo(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...

B'uo(t)-A'uo(tfl) ~ 0, t-1,2,...

s
sup E ptf(t)'uo(t) ~ ~
s t-i

also satisfies

s
sup E ptlu(t)R ~ ~
s t-i 1

(A.5.2)

b) There is a number N such that every sequence {uo(t)}
which satisfies (C.2) and, in addition,
~
E Ptf(t)'uo(t) ~ 0, T-2,3,..., (A.5.3)

t- T `
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also satisfies:

ptllu (t)Q1 ~ YtNnuo(1)nl, t-1,2,...

Proof

Let {x(t), y(tfl)}~ be a solution of (C.1), and let {u(t)}~a i
be a solution of (A.5.2), then for every T-1,2,..., and

s-Tt1, Tf2,..., we have:

s s
E ptf(t)'u(t) - E u(t)'{Bx(t)-YAx(t-1)fy(t)} -

t-Tfi t-Tti

s-1
- -u(T)'YBx(T)fY E x(t)'{B'u(t)-A'u(tfl)} t

t-T

s s
f u(s)'YBx(s)f(1-Y) E u(t)'Bx(t)f E u(t)'y(t) -

t-Tti t-Tti

s
~-u(T)'Y[ Bx(T)-~Y(T)] f(1-Y) E u(t)'[ Bx(t)fY(t)1 t
- t-Tf1

s
t Yu(s)'Bx(s)fY E u(t)'y(t)

t-Tfi
(A.5.4)

This inequality can be simplified, by using the fact that
the LP-problem is supposed to be P- or D-directed. For,
P-directedness implies

Bx(t)fy(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...,

and D-directedness implies

B'u(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...,

so that in both cases:
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u(t)'[ Bx(t)fy(t)] ~ 0, t-1,2,... (A.5.5)

Combining (A.5.4) and (A.5.5) in two different ways we find:

E Ptf(t)'u(t) ~ - Yu(T)'[Bx(T)tY(T)] f
t-Tti -

s-i
t Y E u(t)'y(t), T? 1 (A.5.6)

t-Tf i -
s ~ Ttl

s
E Ptf(t)'u(t) ~ - Yu(T)'[Bx(T)ty(T)] f

t-Tf i -

s
f (1-Y) E u(t)'[Bx(t)tY(t)], T-1,2,... (A.5.7)

t-Tti
s-Tf1, Tf2,...

Since by supposition {u(t)}~ satisfiesi
s

sup E ptf(t)'u(t) ~
s t-i

the inequalities (A.5.6) imply:

s
sup E y(t)'u(t) ~
s t-i

Combining this result with the supposition that for some
e~ 0: y(t) ~ ptEe, t-1,2,.., we find:

s
sup E pt1 u(t) 1 ~~
s t-i 1

(A.5.8)

This proves the first part of the propertion. Moreover,
(A.5.8) implies that the sequences:

( s l m1 E Ptf(t)'u(t)} ,
t-z 111 s-z

(A.5.9)
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and

j E u(t)'[ Bx(t)}Y(t)l } ,
`t-1 s-i

s ~
(A.5.10)

are both convergent. In order to prove the second part we
define the following sequence of numbers

~
u(T): - Y E u(t)'[Bx(t)ty(t)], T-1,2,..., (A.5.11)

t-T

which is possible because of the convergency of (A.5.10).
r?ow (A.5.7), the convergency of (A.5.9), and supposition
(A.5.3) together imply:

(,1-Y - 1)li(Tfl) ~ 1-~(T)-U(Tfl), T-1,2,...

Since the numbers u(1), u(2),... are non-negative (see
A.5.5 and A.5.11) we may write these inequalities into the
form

U(T) ~ YT-lu(1}, T-1,2,--- (A.5.12)

Combining (A.5.6), the convergency of (A.5.9), supposition
(A.5.3), and (A.5.12) we find

Y(T)'u(T) ~ YT-iu(1)'[Bx(1)fY(1)l, T-2,3,...

tSince,for some e~ 0: y(t) ? p Ee, t-1,2,..., these
inequalities prove the second part.

A.6 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following
conditions

a) The LP-problem is P- or D-directed.

b) A P-feasible solution exists.
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c) YE]0,1[, e~ 0 are numbers and x E R} is a vector such
that the system

Bx(tfl)-YAx(t)fy(tfl) - pt}lf(tfl), t-0,1,...

x(t) ~ ptx, t-0,1,...

Y(t) ? Epte, t-1,2,...

x(t) ~ 0, t-0,1,...

(A.6.1)

Such an LP-problem is not P-regular, if and only if an
{uo(t)}~, uo(1) ~ 0, exists, satisfying:

i -

B'uo(t)-A'uo(tfl) ~ 0, t-1,2,...

uo(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...

sup L (p) tll ua (t) II ~ ~~,
t~l Y i

~
[ pf (1)fAx(0)] 'uo (1)f E ptf ( t)'uo (t) - 0,

t-2
m
E Ptf(t)'uo(t) ~ 0, T-2,3,...

t-T -

Proof

(A.6.2)

By virtue of proposition B, the suppositions (a), (b) and
(c) imply that the LP-problem is not -P-regular if and
only if for every e~ 0 a period TE exists, such that the
system

Bx(1) ~ pf(1)fAx(0)-ee

Bx(tfl)-Ax(t) ~ pt}lf(tfl), t-1,2,..., T-1

x(t) ~ 0, t-1,2,...,T

(A.6.3)
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is non-solvable for every T~ T.- E

Then, Farkas' theorem 1) implies that the LP-problem is
not-P-regular if and only if for every E~ 0 a non-zero

T
sequence {uE(t)} E exists, satisfying:i

B'uE(t)-A'uE(ttl) ~ 0, t-1,2,..., TE-1

B' uE (T ) ~ 0
E -

UE (t) ~ ~, t-1,2,...,TE

(A.6.4)

T
E

[pf(1)tAx(0)-Ee]'uE(1)f E ptf(t)'uE(t) ~ 0 (A.6.5)
t-z

P.4oreover, we may assume that these sequences {uE(t)}
satisfy:

T

t-T
(A.6.6)

which can be demonstrated as follows. Suppose that for
T

some {uE(t)} E, and for some T:i
T

E
E ptf(t)'uE(t) ~ 0

t-T

Then we define the sequence {uE(t)~ in the following manner:i
- If the LP-problem is D-directed:

uE(t): - uE(t)~ t-2,3,..., T-1

i

uE(t): - 0, Et-T, Tf1,...,T
(A.6.7)

) Farkas' theorem (inequality form): The system of linear
inequalities Ax r b has a solution x~ 0, if and only if,
every u? 0 satisfying A'u ? 0 also sátisfies b'u ~ 0.

EEptf(t)'uE(t) ~ 0, T-2,3,...TE,
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- If the LP-problem is not D-directed, so P-directed:

uE(t): - uE(t), t-2,3,..., T-2

ui(T-1): - ui(T-1) if bi. ~ 0

ui(T-1): - 0,

ui(t): - 0~ t-T, Tt1,...,TE

(A.6.8)

One may verify that the definitions of P- and D-directedness
T

imply that such a sequence {ue(t)}lE satisfies (A.6.4),
(A.6.5), and in addition (A.6.6) for every T-2,3,...,TE.

Summarizing, we may state that the LP-problem is not-P-re-
gular if and only if for every e~ 0 a non-zero sequence

T
{uE(t)} E exists satisfying (A.6.4), (A.6.5), and (A.6.6).

i

Using the supposition that a P-feasible solution exists,
which implies that for E- 0 system (A.6.3) is always
solvable, we may conclude (by virtue of Furkens' theorem):

T
all sequences {ue(t)} s which satisfy (A.6.4), also satisfy:i

Te
[pf(1)fAx(0)]'uE(1)f E tf(t)'u(t) ? 0 (A.6.9)

t-z

Combining the results, we may state: the LP-problem is
not-P-regular if and only if for every e~ 0 a non-zero

~
sequence {u (t)} exists, which satisfiesi

B'uE(t)-A'uE(tfl) ~ 0
t-1,2,...,

uE (t) ~ 0
(A.6.10)

as well as:
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i, ptf(t)'u~(t) ~ 0, T-2,3,...,
t-T -

x

(A.6.11)

0 ~[pf(1)tAx(0)}'uE(1)f E ptf(t)'uE(t) ~ EIIuE(1)Y.
t-2

(A.6.12)

For, we simply may put:

uE(t): - ue(t), t-1,2,...,T ,

uE(t): - 0, t-TEf1,T f2,...,

T
{uE(t)} E being a non-zero sec?uence satisfying ( A.6.4),i
(A.6.5), and (A.6.6).

Using assumption (c), we may conclude, by virtue of propo-
sition A.S, that a number n' exists such that the sequences
{uE(t)}~, which satisfy (A.6.10) and (A.6.11), alsoi
satisfy:

ptllue(t)II1 ~ YtNIIuE(1)II 1 ~ t-1,2,.... (A.6.13)

~
Since the sequences {u (t)} are all non-zero solutionsi
of the homogeneous system consisting of (A.6.10) to (A.6.13),
we may assume without restriction:

IIuE(1)n - 1 .i (A.6.14)

Thus, all sequences {ptu~(t)}~ are elements of the set W,idefined by

H1:- ~ w:- {Wct) }~
i

w(t)E Rm, t-1,2,...

Ilw(1)II - 1
i

Ilw(t)tl ~ ytN
i -

(A.6.15)
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Since YE]0,1[, this set is compact with respect to the
t -norm.i
Summarizing, we may conclude that the LP-problem is
not-P-regular if and only if for every sequence of positive
numbers {e.}~ , corresponding sequencesi i-i
{ul(t)}t-1, i-1,2,..., exist, satisfying simultaneously:

B'ul(t)-A'ul(tfl) ~ 0
~ t-1,2,..., (A.6.16)

{ptu1(t)}i-1 E W. (A.6.17)

~
0 ~[Pf(1)fAx(0)l'ul(1)t E Ptf(t)'ul(t) ~ Ei . (A.6.18)

- t-z

~
E Ptf(t)'u1(t) ~ 0, T-2,3,... (A.6.19)

t-T -

For a positive sequence {e.}~ which converges to zero,i i-i
this implies by virtue of the compactness of the set W
and by the validity of (A.6.18), the existence of a sub-

~sequence {ul(k)(t)}t-1 , k-1,2,... such that:

{ptui(k)(t)}t-1 -~ {Ptuo(t)}t-1 , k ~ ~ , (A.6.20)

where the limit point {uo(t)~ satisfies:i

{Ptuo(t)}~ EW,i (A.6.21)

[pf(1)fAx(0)J'uo(1)f E ptf(t)'uo(t) - 0 , (A.6.22)
t-2

and where the convergency (A.6.20) is defined with respect
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to the t- norm. Moreover, from ( A.6.16), (A.6.19), andi
from (A.6.20) it can be shown that {uo(t)}~ satisfies:i

B'uo(t)-A'uo(tfl) ~ 0

uo (t) ~ 0 (A.6.23)

~- Gtf(t)'uo(t) ~ 0,
t-T -

Thus we may conclude:

- If the LP-problem is not-P-regular, then there is a
sequence {uo(t)}~ satisfying (A.6.21) to (A.6.23):i
which relations are equivalent to (A.6.2).

- The other way round: since (A.6.21), (A.6.15) and
yE] 0, 1[ imply:

E Ptf (t) 'uo (t) - ~ 0, T -~ ~ ,
t-T

it is possible to construct for every e~ 0 a sequence
{uE(t)}T which satisfies (A.6.4) and (A.6.5).i
(deper.dent of the fact wether the LP-problem is D-directed
or P-directed, this can be done by cutting down
{uo(t)}~ in a manner described by (A.6.7) and ( A.6.8)).i
This, however, implies that there is not a P-regular
solution.

A.7 ProPosition

Consider an LP-problem which is P- or D-directed and
P-feasible.
For such an LP-problem numbers a~p N1, NZ and N3

exists, such that every pair of non-negative vector
seauences {x(t)}~ and {z(t)}~ which satisfies:o i
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Bx(tfl)-Ax(t) ~ pt}lf(tfl)fz(tfl), t-0,1,...,

- ~, (A.7.1)
~ t
E(á) II z(t) II 1 ~~

t-i

also satiesfies:

T t ~ t
E(1) Ilx(t)u ~ N fN Ilx(0)II fN E(1) ilz(t)II , T-1,2,...,

t-1 a i- i 2 i st-1 a i

(A.7.2)

if and only if the system:

(B'-áA')u ~ 0

u ~ 0

is solvable.

Proof

(A.7.3)

Putting the sequences of numbers {6(t)}~ of proposition0
(A.2) as follows:

6(t):- 1, t-1,2,...,T

6(t):- 0, t-Tt1, Tt2,...,

we may conclude that for every pair of sequences satis-
fying (A.7.1), a non-negative sequence of vectors
{x(t)}~ exists such that:ti i

Bx(ttl)-Ax(t) ~ pttlf(ttl)fz(ttl), t-0,1,...,T-1
Bx(Ttl)-Ax(T) ~ pTtlf(Ttl)tz(Ttl),

~, -
T-1,2,...

-Ax(Ttl) ~ 0
ti -
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For every positive number a, this system may be written:

tti t
B(á) x(tfl)-áA(á) x(t) ~

tf i 1 tf i
~ (P) f(ttl)f(á) z(tfl), t-0,1,...

mfi T

B(á) ~(Tfl)-áA(á) x(T) ~

Tti Tti
~ (á) f(tfl)f(á) z(Ttl)

Tf i
- áA(á) ,~(Ttl) ~ 0

Adding these inequalities, we obtain:

r Tti T t
(B-áA) L(á) x(Tfl)t E(á) x(t)~ ~.

t-1

T-1,2,...

Tflr t t
~ lAx(0)f E L(P) f(t)f(1) z(t)~, T-1,2,... (A.7.4)- a t-1 a a

Now, putting a~ p and in addition such that system (A.7.3)
is solvable, positive vectors u E Rm and v E Rn exist
such that:

(B'-áA')u - v ~ 0

u ~ 0
(A.7.5)

Multiplying (A.7.4) by u, we find:
T t Tfl r t 1 t

v' E(1) x(t) ~ lu'Ax(0)tu' E I(P) f(t)f(-) z(t)~~ T-1,2,...
t- i a - a t- i L a a

(A.7.6)

Since the seauence {f(t)}~ is bounded and (á) E]0,1[,
1

and since
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~ t
E (á) nz(t)II1 ~ ~

t-i

the inequalities (A.7.6) imply the existence of numbers N1,
N and N such that (A.7.2) is valid for all sequences

2 3
who satisfy (A.7.1).
The other way round: if, for some a~ p, system
(A.7.3) is non-solvable then by Stiemke's theorem, there
is a(x, y) ~ 0 such that

1 ti ti(B-áP)x f y - 0

Now putting:

(x(t),y(t)):- (x(t),y(t))tat(xty), t-1,2,...

X(O):- X(O)tX

(A.7.7)

(A.7.8)

{(x(t),y(tfl))}~ being a solution of (A.7.1) for some
1 ~

non-negative sequence {z(t)} , it clear thati
{x(t),y(tfl)}~ satisfies (A.7.ï), too, for the sameo ~
sequence {z(t)} . Nowever, for this sequence

{(x(t),y(tfl))}~, there are no number N1, N2 and N3 such
that (A.7.2) is valid.

A.8 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following
conditions:

- The LP-problem is P- or D-directed.

- There exists a P-feasible solution.

- The svstem

(B'-nA')u ~ 0 1

u ~ 0 lI} I (A.8.1)
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is solvable.

Such an LP-problem possesses the following properties:

a) A P-optimal solution exists.

b) Let u be the maximum of the primal problem, then for
every e~ 0, there is a D-feasible solution
{(u(t),v(t))}~ satisfying:i

T
x(0)'A'u(1)f E ptf(t)'u(t) ~ ufE, T-TE,TEf1,...(A.8.2)

t-i -

T~ being some period large enough.

Sketch of proof:

The solvability of (A.8.1) implies the existence of an
a E]p,~ ( close enough to ,1-~) such that the system

(B'-áA')u ~ 0 1

u ~ 0
(A.8.3)

is solvable. By virtue of proposition A.7., this implies
the existence of numbers N, N and N such that all
non-negative sequences of vectors {x(t)}~ and {z(t)}~o i
who satisfy:

tfl
Bx(ttl)-áAx(t) ~ (á) f(tfl)fz(tfl), t-0,1,...

E II z(t) R ~~
t-1 1

also satisfy:

T ~
E IIx(t)R ~ N fN Rx(0)R tN E Rz(t)Nt-1 i- i z i 3t-1 i

(A.8.4)

(A.8.5)

This implies that the I,P-problem can be transformed
(viz. ~2.8 of [1 J) into an LP-problem which satisfies
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the conditions of proposition 6.15 of [1 ]. From this
proposition and from proposition 6.13 of [1 1 the propor-
ties (a) and (b) may be easily proved.

A.9 Proposition

Consider an LP-problem which satisfies the following
conditions:

- The LP-problem is P- or D-directed.

- The sequence of objective vectors {p(t)}~ is non-negativei
Such an LP-problem is D-regular if and only if the system

(B' -~rA' ) u ~ 0

u ~ 0

is solvable.

(A.9.1)

Proof

Since the sequence of objective vectors {p(t)}~ is supposed
i

to be non-negative, the existence of a D-feasible solution
implies the existence of a positive vector w E Rn such
that the system

B'u(t)-A'u(tfl)-v(t) - 0

u(t) ~ 0 } t-1,2,...

v (t) ~ ntw lll

(A.9.2)

is solvable. Since the LP-problem is P- or D-directed, it
can be demonstrated (viz. ~3.9 of [1 ]) that the solvability
of (A.9.2) implies the solvability of (A.9.1).

The other way round: if u~ 0 and q~ 0 satisfies
(B'-nA')u - q, then for every a~ 0, we have:

s'(antu)-A'(~~ttiu) - nt(aq)~ t-1,2,....

This implies the existence of a D-regular solution for
every bounded sequence of object vectors {p(t)}~.
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